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UK: Actavis Group PTC EHF v. Pharmacia LLC, High Court of
England and Wales, Chancery Division, Patents Court,
HP14A01503, 11 July 2014
Katie Rooth (Bristows) · Thursday, April 30th, 2015

The English High Court (Arnold J.) has granted an application for a stay of the UK High Court
proceedings to revoke the UK designation of an EP patent pending the outcome of opposition
proceedings at the EPO. The decision is unusual as Arnold J had previously refused to stay the
validity proceedings in this case on several grounds including the lengthy duration of the EPO
proceedings. Following Arnold’s first decision dated 11 July 2014, Pharmacia offered two
additional undertakings, which led Arnold J. to tip the balance in favour of a stay.

A full summary of this case has been published on Kluwer IP Law.

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Patent Blog, please
subscribe here.
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This entry was posted on Thursday, April 30th, 2015 at 3:43 pm and is filed under Case Law, EPC,
Opposition, Pharma, United Kingdom
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. Both comments and
pings are currently closed.
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